Impact of Computer Assisted Learning as Teaching Modality on Learning & Understanding of Pharmacology Among Undergraduate Medical Students
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Abstract

Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) can replace animal experiments to a large extent. The objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of various teaching modalities including CAL over students’ learning and understanding of pharmacology.

Conventional teaching of autonomic nervous system (ANS) was done. Following it, a written theory examination was conducted. CAL was demonstrated and performed during practical sessions. Students were assessed using Objective Structured Practical Examination (OSPE), CAL viva followed by general viva covering ANS. The scores of written theory were compared with written CAL and scores of CAL viva-voce with general viva-voce.

There was a significant difference in mean scores obtained in written theory and written CAL quiz (30.4% vs 47%; ≤0.01). No difference in the scores was observed in CAL viva and general viva. Students scored more in CAL viva compared to CAL written (47% verses 57%).

In conclusion, CAL is an effective mode of teaching pharmacology. Available software can be used in assessment of the students.

Introduction

The subject of pharmacology is a broad one and embraces the knowledge of the source, physical and chemical properties, compounding, physiological actions, absorption, fate, and excretion, and therapeutic uses of drugs (1). Pharmacology deals with study of substances that interact with the living system through chemical process by binding to regulatory molecules and activating or inhibiting normal body process. Pharmacology has its power to integrate physiology, molecular and cell biology
and has its application as basic science over which clinical practice of drug therapy is based.

Learning pharmacology at undergraduate level involves comprehending the core concepts i.e. important pharmacological terms, information on the effect of drugs on physiological systems to gain perspectives on how drugs are administered and understanding drug dosing. Besides teaching tools like group discussions, tutorials, audio-visual aids, clinical and community pharmacology, e-learning, practical sessions are an important part of pharmacology curriculum. Laboratory based practical classes have traditionally been key aspect of both teaching and learning pharmacology (2). Theoretical concepts learnt can be strengthened by demonstrating the effect of drugs on isolated tissues or intact animals (3).

Although use of animals for research purposes is inevitable, the same may not be the case for teaching and learning. Ethical concerns have been raised for the use of animals purely for learning purpose (4). Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) can replace laboratory based animal experiments to a large extent and prevent the unnecessary harm or killing of animals (5).

Regulators of medical education across the world have been expressing their concern for this issue. Recently, the National authority that governs medical education in India, the Medical Council of India (MCI) has issued guidelines underlining that at undergraduate level, animal experiments need not be performed and instead use of CAL should be incorporated (6). Many studies have described CAL as a teaching-learning tool (7, 8). However, studies regarding its effectiveness are limited. In the earlier years animal experiments were integral part of undergraduate pharmacology-practical curriculum. However due to concerns regarding use of animals for teaching purposes these experiments were phased out. In the authors’ personal experience it was observed that many students had difficulty in learning theoretical concepts of autonomic nervous system in the absence of a robust practical curriculum.

Previous studies have shown that computer simulations are more enjoyable and time saving as compared to laboratory practical. In these studies, students’ feedback regarding CAL was obtained (7, 8). In the present study, data on the psychometric and logistic characteristics of an under-graduate pharmacology-practical curriculum and assessment based on CAL is reported. Students’ knowledge was compared following conventional and CAL modalities of teaching. The objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of various teaching modalities over students’ learning and understanding of pharmacology and to evaluate the correlation between assessment using written and viva-voce.

Materials and Methods

The study was conducted at Department of Pharmacology, Lady Hardinge Medical College, New Delhi during the period of 6 months from January to June 2015. The schedule of teaching was approved by Departmental Academic Committee. The study included 200 undergraduate medical students (2nd year MBBS).

Conventional teaching, using blackboard and audio-visual aids, covering topics of autonomic nervous system was conducted in classes for a total duration of 14 hours. Following these, a written theory examination (first term) was conducted to assess their conceptual and factual knowledge of the autonomic nervous system.

Demonstration of CAL

CAL experiments were taught during practical sessions using available softwares (ExPharm T1.00 for windows and Organ bath simulation J. Dempster, University of Strathclyde 2009-11 V1.8). Experiments included were

1. Effect of histamine and antihistaminic on guinea pig ileum
2. Effects of various drugs on rabbit eye when applied topically.
3. Effect of cholinomimetics and sympathomimetic
on blood pressure and heart rate of dog, demonstrate Dale's vasomotor reversal and re-reversal and tachphylaxis phenomenon.

4. Effect of cholinergic and anticholinergic drugs on the motility of frog's oesophagus.

5. Effect of sympathomimetics, cholinergics, anticholinergics, potassium and calcium on isolated preparation of frog's heart.

6. Effect of sympathomimetics and sympatholytics, plot graded Dose Response Curve for agonists; demonstrate competitive antagonism and non-competitive antagonism using isolated preparations of rabbit jejunum.

Each of the CAL experiment was demonstrated to the students for one hour at a time. Then the same experiments were again demonstrated to the students in batches of 10 students each in the succeeding hour. At all the difficult levels students were encouraged to redo the steps by repeated administration of the drugs. The effects of various drugs were demonstrated by observing the response on graph paper.

Practical examination

200 students were divided into 5 batches (40 students each) attending practical examination on consecutive days. Students were assessed using Objective Structured Practical Examination (OSPE), CAL viva followed by general viva covering different aspects of autonomic nervous system.

Each OSPE session included 20 stations which had written quizzes on spotting of drugs, clinical case charts and on computer assisted learning. The total length of each session was 40 minutes.

Summative assessment of the students was done using written theory examination conducted at the end of conventional didactic teaching and after the CAL (2nd term). 2nd term assessment comprised of written CAL quiz, CAL experiments in presence of assessor followed by viva-voce and general viva-voce covering several topics in pharmacology.

The scores of first term written theory were compared with 2nd term written CAL because both assessed similar knowledge domains. Further, scores of CAL viva-voce and general viva-voce were also compared.

Statistical Analysis

For parametric data, Student's t test was used. For non-parametric data, Chi-square test was used. Statistical significance was considered at p<0.05.

Results

There was a significant difference in mean scores obtained in written theory and written CAL quiz (30.4% vs 47%; p≤0.01). Also, number of students scoring >50% marks was significantly higher in written CAL quiz compared to written theory. (n= 88 vs n= 44; p<0.05) (Fig. 1A & 1B)

In viva-voce, number of students scoring >50% marks was significantly higher in comparison to written examination (n=116 vs n=88 for CAL, p<0.05 and n= 116 vs n= 44 for general theory, p<0.05). There was no significant difference in the mean scores of CAL viva and general viva (p=0.44). (Fig. 2A & 2B)
CAL viva and general viva, although knowledge domains are different, were compared because both included viva-voce as method of assessment. No difference in the scores between them indicates that viva is inherently a biased method of assessment. This is further shown when we compare scores of CAL written (47%) and CAL viva (57%) where students scored more in CAL viva.
Discussion

This study describes our observations and practical considerations on the use of CAL to demonstrate drug effects in animals and in isolated tissues. Effectiveness of CAL as a teaching modality is not well established. Earlier studies in India have taken feedback from the students regarding advantages and disadvantages of CAL and have not objectively assessed the knowledge of students after performing CAL. In the present study we taught and assessed the students by 2 methods OSPE and CAL and calculated the correlation between the two.

Fig. 2: Distribution of scores obtained in viva-voce assessment of (A) theory and (B) CAL.
As seen in our results, improved performance of undergraduate students in terms of mean score and number of students scoring more than 50%, shows superiority of CAL over conventional teaching as a teaching tool. Students get demotivated when they are not able to set up practical experiments or when they are unable to reproduce the results. However, while performing CAL, theoretical concepts are better applied and understood as at each step students can stop and redo that step of the experiment. This reinforces their knowledge from lectures and textbooks. Moreover, the computer savvy generation of students easily takes up this method of learning (9).

CAL has overcome many difficulties associated with practical learning. Another major drawback of practical experiments is the variability in tissue response, time constraint for setting up of the experiments and inexperience and lack of competence associated with early learning phases for undergraduate students. Lesser availability of animals for experiments, lack of trained laboratory personnel and ethical concerns regarding the use of animals for teaching purposes are the other limitations. Handling of large animals is also tedious and only a limited number of drugs can be tested.

CAL is flexible and convenient, easier to perform and user friendly. Drug effects can be visualized very clearly and it has unique presentational benefits. Many students can observe the experiment at the same time. Experiments can be observed without the loss of animals. Experimental errors also do not affect the response with CAL.

However, performing CAL experiments does need a certain level of technical competence to operate computers. Nevertheless, introduction of CAL in medical curriculum can very efficiently and positively impact the learning and understanding aspect of pharmacology for medical graduates.

In conclusion, this study shows that CAL is an effective mode of teaching pharmacology to MBBS students. Available software can be used in formative and summative assessment of the students.
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